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In this paper we will be concerned with the nth-order (n -2 3) differentiaI 
equation 
y(n) =f(x y,... y’+1)) , 3 (1) 
where we assume throughout this paper that the following assumptions hold: 
(A) The functions f and fi = afiayti), i = O,..., n - 1, are continuous on 
I x R” where I is a subinterval of the reals R, 
(B) Solutions of (1) exist on the whole interval 1, and the compactness 
condition 
(C) If {y,(x)},“=, is a sequence of solutions of (1) which is uniformly 
bounded on a nondegenerate interval [c, d] C I, then there is a subsequence 
(y~,)(x)>j”=r which converges uniformly on [c, dj for i = O,..., n - 1. 
For information concerning the compactness condition (C) see [5] and the 
references there. We remark here in connection with this paper that if for each 
compact subinterval J C 1 the fi , 0 < i < n - 1, are each bounded on J x R”, 
then (B) and (C) hold. 
Let y(x) be a solution of (l), then the linear differential equation 
n-1 
z(“) = px, y(x),..., y’“-“(x)) 29 (2) 
is called [3] the variational equation along y(x)- Making various uniqueness 
assumptions concerning solutions of certain boundary value problems for (2) 
we will prove uniqueness and existence theorems for solutions of various 
boundary value problem for (1). First some preliminary definitions and notation. 
Let & ,..., i, be positive integers with 2 < Cz, iz < n and assume 
Xl < x2 < ‘.’ < x, , then the boundary value problem (BYE’) (l), 
y'""(XJ = Cj,& (3) 
Z, = 0 ,..., ij - 1, j = l,..., m is called an (ii ,..., &,J-BVP. If CL”-, iz = 71 and no 
RVP (l), (3) has a solution where x1 < .** < x7,, are arbitrary points in I, then we 
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say (1) is (i, ,..., i,)-disconjugate on 1. If (1) is (il ,..., i,)-disconjugate onZfor all 
(4 ,..., i,), Cz, i, = n, m = 2 ,..., n - 1, then it is customary [lo] to say that 
(1) is disconjugate on I. 
Assume 1 < p < n - 1. We say that (2) is p,-disconjugate on Z provided (2) 
is (i, 71 - i)-disconjugate for i = p, p + l,..., n - 1. For results concerning 
p,-disconjugacy see e.g. [7,8, 121. It is well known[ 1 l] that (2) is pi-disconjugate 
on Z iff (2) is disconjugate on I. We now state and prove a uniqueness theorem 
for (1). 
THEOREM 1. Assume 1 < p < n - 1. Zf the variational equation (2) is 
p,-disconjugate on Z for aEl solutions y(x) of (l), then (I) is (il ,..., i,J-d&conjugate 
on Z for al2 (i1 ,..., i,) with i1 > p, m = 2 ,..., n - p + 1. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on p. The case p = n - 1 follows from 
Theorem 1.9 [Ill (see [l] in that paper). Now assume n - 1 > p > 1 and the 
statement of the theorem is true for p replaced by p + 1. It suffices to show that 
(1) is (p, 22 ,.-, i,,J-disconjugate onlfor all (p, i, ,..., i,) such thatp + zE2il = n, 
m = 2 ,,,.., n - p + 1. Fix such an m-tuple (p, i, ,..., i,). Assume (1) is not 
(P, 4 ,..., i,,J-disconjugate on Z, then there exist distinct solutions y,(x), y&c) of 
the same (p i , a ,..., i,)-BVP at points xi < x2 < ... < X, in I. For s a real 
number consider the (p + I, i, ,..., i, - I)-BVP (1) 
pqxl , s) = yl”‘)(x1), I1 = o,..., p - 1 
y’P’(xl , s) = s, 
y(zj’(x. s) = yFj)(x.) I 3 3 7 j = 2 ,... , m - 1, lj = 0 ,..., ij - 1, 
.y(zm)(%n , s) = yllm)(%J, 1, = O,..., i, - 2 
(if i, =- 1, this is a (p, i, ,..., i,-,)-BVP and there is no boundary condition at 
x,>. 
By the induction assumption (1) is (p + 1, iz ,..., i, - 1)-disconjugate on Z. 
Hence if we define S = {s: above (p + 1, iz ,..., i, - l)-BVP has a solution 
(denoted by y(x, s))}, then by Theorem 2.9 [13], S is an open interval. 
Let s1 # se be numbers such that y,(x) = y(x, si) and y2(x) = y(x, sa). Since 
(2) is (p + 1, i, ,..., i, - l)-disconjugate on Z along all solutions of (1) and S is 
connected we can apply Theorem 8 [7] to obtain 
0 = Y~m-l)(xm) - yy(X*) 
=Y (i,-1) (Xn , SJ - Y-)(x, , Sl) 
ay(i,l) 
= (s2 - Sl) ---$y-- (% 9 4 
where j: is between si and sa . Set z(x, S) = ay(x, s)/as, then by Theorem 8 [7], 
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.x(x, S) is the solution of (2) with y(x) replaced by y(x, S) satisfying the boundary 
conditions 
x(qxl) = 0, I, = o,...,p - 1, 
,zP(xl) = 1, 
zyxj) = 0, j = 2 ,..., m - 1, lj = 0 ,... , ii - 1, 
&)(xm) = 0, I,, = 0,. . . , i,, - 2. 
But above we proved that ,@-l)(xVn , S) = 0. Hence, x(x, S) has a (p, i2 ,..., i,)- 
distribution of zeros on I. But this contradicts the fact that by Theorem 1 [g], 
the variational equation is (p, i, ,..., i,)-disconjugate on I. 
Theorem 1 is a partial analogue of Theorem 3 [4] to nth-order equations. 
Letting p = 1 in Theorem 1 we get the first statement in the following known 
[9] result. The second statement of this result follows from the first statement 
and results in [2] or [6]. 
COROLLARY 2. If the wariational equation (2) is disconjugate along all solutions 
y(x) of (I), then (1) is disconjugate on I. Furthermore, ewery (il ,..., i,)-BVP for (1) 
on I, m = 2,..., n, Cy=, i, = n, has a unique solution. 
The main thing about Theorem 1 is we do not assume the complete discon- 
jugacy (if p > 1) of the variational equations as is done in Corollary 2. The 
following result is an application of Corollary 2. 
COROLLARY 3. Let a E I and assume that 
(-l)“+i+l i0 (;z~~~~;;” f&t, y,..., y’“-1’) > 0 
on [a, b] x R”, i = 0 ,..., n - 2, then (1) is disconjugate on (a, b]. 
Proof. Let y(x) be a solution of (1) and define an operator L by 
Lz = z(n) - .gOfl(X, y(x),..., y(=l)(x)) z(E). 
Define (u~(x)}~~’ by 
f+) = (t - 4-l 
(i - l)! ’ 
(4 
It follows from (4) that 
(-l)n’iLz$ > 0, i = l,..., n - 1. 
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It is easy to see that ur ,..., u,-i is what Hartman [l] calls a W,(a, b]-system of 
functions. Hence by Theorem 1.1, [I], Lz = 0 is disconjugate on I. Since y(x) 
was an arbitrary solution of (l), we have by Corollary 2 that (1) is disconjugate 
on (a, b]. 
We now prove the following existence theorem. The method of proof has 
become known as the shooting type method of proof. 
THEOREM 4. Assume 1 <p < n - 2 and I = [a, b) or (a, 6). If the oariu- 
tionul equation (2) is p,-disconjugate on I along all solutions of (1) and if every 
(,il,...,-&,J-BVP withCLljl =n - 1, jl >p, m >2-for (1) onIhas a so&ion, 
thenewer3,(i,,...,i,)-BVPwithC~=,i,=n,i,~p+ l,k>,2,for(l)onIhasa 
unique solution. 
Proof. The uniqueness follows from Theorem 1 and so it suffices to prove 
the existence. We will prove this theorem by induction on p. Assume first that 
p = n -- 2. We want to show that every (n - 1, l)-BVF’ (1) 
JZ’)(xl) = A,, , 1, = O,..., n - 2 
~(4 = B 
where x1 < xz are in 1, has a solution. Let y(x, s) be the solution of the IVP (1) 
Y’zlbl , 4 = AZ1 9 I, = o,..., n - 2 
y’n-1)(x, , s) = s. 
Let S := {y(Xs , s): s E (- 00, 0~))). From the continuity of solutions with respect 
to initial conditions, S is an open interval (OL, p), ---cc < 01 < p < 00. Assume 
/3 < cc and we will show that this leads to a contradiciton. Let u(x) be a solution 
of the (n - 2, I)-BVP 
dZJ(xl) = AZ1 , 11 = o,..., n - 3, 
4%) = B* 
Pick a sequence of numbers {sn} which is unbounded above with E < 
s1 < s2 < ... . By the (n - 1, I)-disconjugacy of (1) 
Yh h&+1) > Yc? 4 on (Xl 7 4 
The sequence of solutions y(x, se) is bounded below by y(x, si) for 
x E [x1 , oo) n 1. If the sequence is bounded above on any nondegenerate sub- 
interval [c, d] of [x1 , co) n 1, then we can apply the compactness condition (C) 
to contradict the fact that lim,,, y(“-l)(x, , s,J = 00. Hence {y(x, s,J} is not 
bounded above in a right or left hand neighborhood of x2 . But y(x2 , se) < /3 = 
u(x,J and so for n sufficiently large y(x, s,) agrees with u(x) at some point to the 
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left of xa and some point to the right of xa . Hence U(X) and y(x, s,) are distinct 
solutions of (1) satisfying the same (n - 2, I, I)-BVP. This contradicts the 
fact that (1) is (n - 2, 1, I)-disconjugate on I by Theorem 1. Hence /3 = co. 
Similarly a! = -co. This completes the case p = n ~ 2. 
Now assume n - 2 > p 3 1 and that the theorem is true for p replaced by 
n - 2, n - 3 ,..., p -+ 1. Hence, every (ir ,..., i,)-BVP, ii > p -L 2, k 13 2, 
‘& i, = n has a unique solution. It suffices to show that every (p ---. 1, iz ,..., ik)- 
BVP (1) 
y(qx1) = All > 1, = o,..., p, 
y (1-j j(Xj) =A,. J’ 1, = 0,. . . , ij - 1, j = 2,. , k, 
where p + 1 + i, + ... + i, = n, k > 2, x1 < xa < ... < xk are points in I, 
has a solution. Let ~(3, s) be the solution of the (p + 2, i2 ,..., i, - I)-BVP (1) 
Y(zl)(xl) = AL1 7 11 = o,..., p, 
y’“+yx,) = s, 
(1 ) y qXj)-%j, lj = 0,. . . , ij - 1, j = 2,. . . , k - 1, 
y(Q(xJ = Al, ) lk = O,..., i, - 2 
(if il, = 1, there is no boundary condition at xg and this is a (p + 2, iz ,..., i,-,)- 
BVP). 
Let T = {zJik-l)(xk , s): --oo < s < a}. By Theorem 8 [7] we have con- 
tinuity of solutions with respect to boundary conditions in this situation and thus 
T is an open interval say (y, S), --oo < y < 6 < co. If k = 2, set r = 0 and if 
k > 2, set r = xF:t i, . Of course Y is either even or odd and i, is either even 
or odd. There are four cases but we will only complete the proof in the case 
where r and ip are both even. The other three cases are analogous. 
Assume y > --co and we will show that this leads to a contradiction. Let (s,J 
be a strictly increasing sequence of numbers which is not bounded above. By 
the various types of disconjugacy guaranteed by Theorem 1 and since r and i, 
are even we have that 
4x, s,+J > u(x, 4 > 4x, sl) on (xlc-1 9 Xk) 
and 
4x, h+d < u(x, 4 -=c 4x, 4 on (xk , a) n 1. 
Note that {u(x, s,)} is a sequence of solutions which is bounded below on 
(xk-r , xk) by u(x, sr) and bounded above on (xk , co) n I by u(x, si). If {u(x, s,)) 
was bounded above on any nondegenerate compact subinterval of (x1,-t , xk) 
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or bounded below on any nondegenerate subinterval of (x~ , co) n I, then one 
could use the compactness assumption (C) to contradict lim,,, u(~+~)(x~ , s,) = 
00. Hence if o(x) is a solution of the (p, iz ,..., i,)-BVF’ (1) (note that p + iz + 
. . . +i,=n-1) 
&)(x1) = AZ1 ) Zl = o,...,p - 1, 
&(Xj) = AZ9 , Zj = 0 ,...) ij - 1, j = 2,***, K - 1, 
&(Xr) = A,* , l* = o,..., ir, - 2, 
&-l)(xJ = y, 
then for sufficiently large n, U(X, s,) crosses V(X) to the left and right of xk . 
Hence ‘V(X) and U(X, s,) satisfy the same (p, iz ,..., ikW1, 1, il, - 1, I)-BVP for 
(1) in 1. But by Theorem 1, (1) is (p, iz ,..., ikP1 , 1, ik - 1, 1)-disconjugate on I 
and we have a contradiction. Therefore y = -co. Similarly one can prove that 
6 = +tx, and the proof is complete. 
The hypothesis in Theorem 4 concerning the solvability of BVP’s with n - 1 
boundary conditions is undesirable. The author would like to prove this theorem 
without that hypothesis but can not even prove very special cases of this theorem 
without that hypothesis. As an example of an f for which this hypothesis holds 
assume f(x, y ,..., Y(~-~), 0) = 0. T hen poIynomials of degree n - 2 are solutions 
of (1) and our claim holds. 
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